SPANISH MAJOR PLANNING CHECKLIST:

Name: ___________________________ ID: ___________ Box: ___________ Class: ___________

Advisor: ___________ Advisor’s Ext.: ___________ Advisor’s Email: _______________________

I plan to complete my degree in, Month/Year: ______________________

Other Major: _______________________

Other Minor: _______________________

MAJOR REQUIREMENTS (9 COURSES):

CORE:

• SPAN 0300 (must be taken before studying abroad)

ELECTIVES: 7 classes SPAN 0301 or above, classes;

*INDICATE WHICH COURSE MEETS Spanish American Literature or Cultures and Literature or Culture of Spain; additionally at least one elective must be taken at Middlebury.

MAX of THREE 301-349

1. SPAN 03XX: ___________
2. SPAN 03XX: ___________
3. SPAN 03XX: ___________

MINIMUM of FOUR classes at 350-399 level (all courses taken abroad count at this level)

4. SPAN 035X: ___________
5. SPAN 035X: ___________
6. SPAN 035X: ___________
7. SPAN 035X: ___________

SENIOR Seminar:

• SPAN 04XX: ___________

JOINT MAJOR REQUIREMENTS (6 COURSES):

CORE:

• SPAN 0300 (must be taken before studying abroad)

ELECTIVES: 4 classes SPAN 0301 or above, classes;

*INDICATE WHICH COURSE MEETS Spanish American Literature or Cultures and Literature or Culture of Spain; additionally at least one elective must be taken at Middlebury.

MAX of ONE 301-349

1. SPAN 03XX: ___________

MINIMUM of THREE classes at 350-399 level (all courses taken abroad count at this level)

2. SPAN 035X: ___________
3. SPAN 035X: ___________
4. SPAN 035X: ___________

SENIOR Seminar:

• SPAN 04XX: ___________